Human Activity Discovery & Recognition (HADR) is a complex, diverse and challenging task but yet an active area of ongoing research in the Department of Defense. By detecting, tracking, and characterizing cohesive Human interactional activity patterns, potential threats can be identified which can significantly improve situation awareness, particularly, in Persistent Surveillance Systems (PSS). Understanding the nature of such dynamic activities, inevitably involves interpretation of a collection of spatiotemporally correlated activities with respect to a known context. In this paper, we present a State Transition model for recognizing the characteristics of human activities with a link to a prior contextbased ontology. Modeling the state transitions between successive evidential events determines the activities' temperament. The proposed state transition model poses six categories of state transitions including: Human state transitions of Object handling, Visibility, Entity-entity relation, Human Postures, Human Kinematics and Distance to Target. The proposed state transition model generates semantic annotations describing the human interactional activities via a technique called Casual Event State Inference (CESI). The proposed approach uses a low cost kinect depth camera for indoor and normal optical camera for outdoor monitoring activities. Experimental results are presented here to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed technique.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic recognition of human behaviors is an ambitious yet a challenging process in the achievement of a Persistent Surveillance System (PSS). The objective of PSS is to achieve an ability to detect, track, locate, and characterize a potential target, and provide an early warning of potential threats while improving situational assessment in real-time. Significant efforts have been devoted by previous researchers to the understanding, comprehension, and reasoning of the information provided by soft and hard sensors in PSS to identify human interactions with vehicles or objects or with other humans [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hard Data is the information computed from hard sensors and usually it provides straight forward solution to analyze and their stability and characteristics are predictable [1] . HD requires low or moderate computing time to analyze the situation. Whereas Soft Data is the information computed from soft sensors i.e. human resources, is strongly based on human intuition and the subjectivity. It represents the ambiguity in human thinking with real life uncertainty. Messages from human's i.e. soft date sometimes provide valuable information or observations which may not be available from hard data like in judging relationships between two individuals, their facial expressions etc. One approach of fusion of hard and soft data is to convert all hard sensory data to linguistic expressions and process them in conjunction with soft sensory information via a linguistic message processing and reasoning engine [4] . By converting hard data to soft messages, the gap between soft and hard data fusion is abridged. Another approach is to correlate soft information with hard data so that hard and soft data integration can be accomplished consistently [12] .
Behavioral activity modeling of humans taking place in complex environments has been also investigated by number of researchers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, their proposed approaches are not based on the state transition modeling technique. The task of human activity recognition system is a NP hard decision problem. In literature, human activities are classically considered as a bounded taxonomy task. Supervised training approaches are by and large considered for training of an intelligent system to learn behaviors and patterns of human activities. Popularly, supervised learning methods like Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes decision tree, etc are used effectively for detecting a number of visual concepts [8] . Recognition of human activities can be performed in a manner of different ways. In [5] (5) e state at (6) (7) lution is matrices analysts wareness e (CESI). bservable events. Philosophically speaking, such perceptual representation generalizes proposition of implication of two correlated events. As shown later, CESI can be used to infer individual activities. It can also be used as a means for generating effective semantic annotations of events. There are many state transition categories. Each category represents a specific context being considered. Here, we present six of these pertinent state transition categories including: Human state transitions of Object handling, Visibility, Entity-entity relation, Human Postures, Human Kinematics and Distance to Targets are considered in this paper. A hidden markov model had been developed with help of predefined ontologies for modeling the activities incorporating the severity associated between sequential events through state transition modeling. Developed HHM is not addressed in this paper as a limit to scope of this paper. Behavior models are constructed based on the contextual information's and spatiotemporal relations. A typical human activity scenario generates discrete sequence of intermittent events. For example, consider two sample ontologies listed for Human Vehicle Interaction (HVI) activities below: Following a similar interpretation, you will notice in the second Ontology, the driver forgets to close the trunk and takes off the vehicle rapidly, which reveals urgency in his actions. By associating severity in the state transitions of consequent events, suspiciousness involved in HVI can be efficiently identified. In our previous work, we presented a technique for semantic annotation of context based human-vehicle interactions using Zoning of Vehicle (ZoV) for interaction detection and tracking of human(s) around the vehicle and an approach for semantic labeling of acoustic signatures describing human-vehicle interactions [5] . In this paper, through Casual Event State Inference technique, we further elaborate on fusion of soft and hard data in order to raise the degree of confidence and in describing the risk of certainty involved in suspicious human interaction activities. We also note that the developed CESI system can accommodate both raw images and processed data in form of semantic messages which maps relevant ontologies for prediction of suspicious activities. Various experiments have been carried out in determining human activities in normal and dark environments using normal camera and Kinect depth camera. Identification of state transitions between two atomic events in human activity helps in recognizing the severity associated in such actions. State transitions for object handling, human / target visibility, entity-entity relation, human postures, human kinematics and distance to target have been analyzed in this section as shown in Figure 1 .
Humans are intellectual and there is a difference in each person's perception towards acquiring decisions for situational awareness. In this work, we employed human perceptions towards the severity associated between two events, given two image frames for decisive action. A survey had been taken from a group people. Two images were given; each individual assessment was taken into consideration and an average assessment has been tabulated. Except for human kinematics transitions, two sequential semantic messages were given to the participants for decisive making since kinematics analysis requires greater extent of image frames. Human activities in general can be an interaction with other human / humans or interaction with objects. In our work, we categorize human interactions into Human-Vehicle Interactions (HVI), Human-Human Interactions (HHI) and Human-Object Interactions (HOI). Observable atomic events from these interactions are identified using Casual-Events State Inference (CESI) engine which considers the spatial-events relationship, for example: Zoning of Vehicle (ZoV) technique as discussed in our previous paper [4] .
STATE TRANSITIONS OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Detection and tracking of human interactions with humans and objects had been an important issue for Homeland Security in identifying suspicious or normal behavior. In our work, pipeline of detected atomic events from each image are matched to an observation through a Hypothesis tracking. State transition modeling is done for each sequential observation pair in the pipeline and an average of transition rate is computed to indicate the level of suspiciousness involved in the activity. Transitions of states (ST) from six different categories are considered. For example in Human Object Handling state transition: two sequential frames were to be analyzed, observation (O) at frame f(i) evidences subject-1 with no object and observation at frame f(i+1) evidences subject-1 placing an object. A survey from a random group of 25 people had been carried out in depicting the human perceptions in distinguishing normal and suspicious behavior, given two frames. People who involved in the survey were chosen from different engineering streams [2 Professor, 1 post doctor, 3 Ph.D. students, 6 Master's students, 13 Under Graduate students]. Severity associated between two frames can be computed using
Object Handling
These sequential observations may involve a suspicious motive from human perspective. Analyzing the following state transitions helps in categorizing the activity into Low, Guarded, Elevated or High based on the probability of risk involved in a suspicious behavior as shown in Figure-2 .
The probability of an observation possibly occurring is computed by: where O(j) is the observation of event j and P(O(j) f(i) ) is the current probability of observation j occurring in frame f(i).
In a smooth state transition;
where A is the previous sequential observation and B is the current evidential observation. For example in case of an Entity-Entity Relationship, we have Non Associative (NA) @ frame i Approaching @ frame i+1 United @ frame i+2 P(NA) @ f(i) = 0.5 (initial probability); P(Approach) @ f(i+1) = 0.5 and P(NA) @ f(i) = 0.5 + (1-0.5/2) = 0.75 since P(Approach) being an evidential probability for P(NA).
State Transition of Object Handling:
Five different possible observations made in human handling objects (i.e., none, carrying small object, carrying large object, placing object, and removing object), was considered as shown in Figure 1 . The size of object being used is subjective to the user. Kinect images were used in effective detection of objects being removed by performing image processing and color variation -depth mapping. Table 1 presents a sample of state transition matrix associated with object handling. These results are obtained based on statistical perceptual assessment reported by our test group during a simulated surveillance system experiment.
State Transition of Entity-Entity Relationship:
We consider Entity-Entity relationship between two entities based on five cases, namely, non-associative, approaching, united, cooperating and departing as depicted in Table 2 . These observations enable to find the nature of interactions taking place in a group or between two entities. Table 2 shows the state transitions of Entity-entity relationship from each successive observations and the severity associated with these observations. For a smooth Entity-Entity Relationship state transition, following transitions needed to be followed:
Non Associative Approaching United Cooperating Departing
Visibility State Transitions
Target visibility state modulation is done during target tracking and target behavioral pattern recognition. Suspiciousness here increases during each transition in successive observations. Three observations are deliberated including: normal, obscured and hidden. For example: given two sequential frames, subject-1 is in a visible state at frame t(x) and is hidden at frame t(x+1) when an activity is recorded, then perception of suspiciousness is believed to be 0.83. Weighed observations in visibility state transitions are shown in Table 3 . Targets here are assumed to be human or vehicle or a large object. 
State Transition of Human Postures:
State transitions of human postures are studied in tracking of target's behavior. Human postures like standing, sitting, bending and laying down are considered from static image observations. Severities associated with sequential observations during the state transitions of human postural behavioral patterns are tabulated in Table 4 .
State Transition of Human Kinematics:
Critical observations in human kinematics behavior are shown in Table 5 . Five behaviors are recognized including: motionless, walking, running, crawling and jumping. These observations are made from sequential images in a lively pattern. This transition analysis is done on the received sequential information from efficient semantic labeling. The state transitions and severity colligated from sequential information from generated semantic message are shown in Table 5 . State transition associated with two images with respect to the distance between the entities to the target is identified using Table 6 . By identifying the distance to the target, the entity's kinematics can also be identified through logical reasoning. For example: in frame t(1) subject-1 found far away from the border of target and in frame t(2) subject-1 is found inside an restrictive zone. In this case, it can be reasoned that subject-1 must have moved fast towards the target. For a smooth Distance to Target state transition, a human may attain the state transition of distance-to-target stated below:
Far Away Near Border Inside Zone Nearby Target.
By normalizing and aggregating the above state transitions with respect to the context of atomic event categoriess, the model can predict severity of a given situation as human activities take place. Such estimation can be further used as an inference to generating appropriate semantic labels communicated from within a surveillance system to a command control in form of tagged linguistic messages. This approach will improve situation awareness in persistent surveillance systems. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Percentage of confidence involved in identifying an event through pre-processing is also fed back to system. For example: event detected from a single source with less confidence, its corresponding event index is removed and fed back to the model for tuning the activity prediction for achieving a better confidence. A probaility process of 'reward' and 'punish' is followed in our work. When a probability of a sequential onservation evidentialy support a previous observation, then the probaility of that previous observations is rewarded with an increase in confidence. Development of State Transition Modeling serves two purposes: 1) To compute the suspiciousness involved in human activity; and 2) Increase the confidence of observation detected via testing the occurrence of smooth transition states. To test the effectiveness of the State transition in severity assesment, a Bag Dropping Scenario was carried in an outdoor environment as shown in Figure 3 . Subject-1 (S-1) drives a red semi-truck (V1) to parking lot (PL1), meets Subject-2 (S-2), receives a large object (O1) from S-2, drives to parking lot (PL2), drops O1 at Loc-xx and leaves the scene. Probability of events or observations occurred at each frame is computed and transition rate from one frame to another is computed. Observations from each image are identified. For example, in image-1, an observation of S-2 with back bag (O1) approaching S-1 is detected. These observations are mapped to respective state transitions as discussed above to compute the severity associated with each sequential frame.
Semantic annotations are generated using CESI as shown in Figure 3 . State transition from img#1observation to img#2 observation:
State Transition (approach cooperate) = 0.53 State Transition (carry object handing over object) = 0.35 State Transition (target visibility) = 0.08 State Transition (kinematics) = 0.26
Therefore cumulative ST from image-1 to image-2 is equal to 0.3. Observing the State Transition from image-1 to image-2, we conclude the probability of risk involved of this suspicious activity is Guarded, that is, an alert is provided to close monitor the situation. Transition rate of each observations are calculated and being supported by the probability of observations. The state transitions and probability of sequential observations are calculated using the State Transition Tables discussed in section III.
From the observations made from image-1 to image-4, the overall state transitions are found to be 0.54. State transitions in placing an object, leaving it unattended and departing the scene in a quick fashion elevated the Situation Awareness and the Situation Assessment was ranked up to the Elevated Level. The severities of State Transitions are assessed here only based on the provided images as shown in Figure-3 . As more observations are becoming available, the time frame between two image increases, the severity involved in state transitions decreases respectively, that is 1 , 1 In our work, we considered α=1. Furthermore, a measure of situation awareness can be appropriately calculated by modulating the spatiotemporal information and according to specific events of interest to the user. For example, the transition of observation (walking running) elevates more in a vigilance environment than in a parking lot. The characteristics of the assessment made are fed to the developed Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in recognizing the type of activity taking place [18] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a state transition technique for predicting human interactions with other human, vehicles and objects. A Casual Events State Inference approach is employed with six different categories of state transitions to describe perceptual relevancy of HVI, HOI and HHI activities that are spatiotemporally correlated. The process of increasing the confidence in detecting an observation through smooth state transitions is also presented here. An outdoor experiment involving a suspicious bag dropping is demonstrated. State transition modeling in conjunction with Casual Events Space Inference technique can efficiently and effectively measure the severity associated in a human activity and can facilitate generation of semantic annotations for reporting sensor observed activities.
